SUCCESSFUL NTFCs: BEST PRACTICES, CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

- High level political support for NTFC with clear committee structure
- Participation & Representation by all stakeholders
- Clear communication
- Clear goals and priorities
- Capacity building & training programmes
- Performance measurement and monitoring
- Accessible and inclusive processes

CHALLENGES
- Coordination and communication issues
- Lack of clear communication
- Diverse voices needed

REFORM TRACKER
A management & monitoring tool

- Control at your fingertips
- Adaptable to specific NTFCs
- Tracked indicators, process, impact and timelines
- Monthly newsletters
- Training and updates

YOUR VOICE & VOTE ARE IMPORTANT
- Private sector participation
- Gender, age, and youth perspectives
- Necessary to the success of NTFCs

WORK WITH PASSION AND COMMITMENT
- Building trust with private sector partners
- Engage and share your ideas

Believe in your capacity to change the way forward
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